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1. INTRODUCTION 
In this paper we continue a study, initiated by the first author 
in [2], of a class of non self-adjoint operator algebras on Hilbert 
space which are associated with singly-generated transformation 
groups. We are interested in the structure of isomorphisms and 
automorphisms of these algebras, and in the connection between 
conjugacies of the transformation groups and isomorphisms of the 
associated operator algebras. 
The setting here is rather different from that of [2]. We consider 
pairs (X, +) h w ere q3 is a self-homeomorphism of a locally compact 
HausdorR space X, with the additional property that there exists 
a separable nonatomic regular Bore1 probability measure ~tl on X 
such that 
1 .l (i) (quasi-invariance) m 0 4 is mutually absolutely continuous 
with m 
(ii) m(U) > 0 for every nonempty open set U 
(iii) if P = Unf,, (p E X : q5”p = p} is the set of periodic points 
of +, then m(P) = 0. 
* This Research was supported, in part, by the U. S. Army Research Oflke 
(Durham). 
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The existence of such an m is of course not automatic; (ii) imposes 
a countable chain condition on X, and (ii) and (iii) together imply 
that the periodic points of + form a set of the first category. In addition, 
our principal results require a strengthened form of (i), namely that 
m can be chosen to be invariant under 4. 
We admit the possibility that X is a Stone space, so that the measure 
theoretic setting of [2] can be recovered (c.f. Section 5). But we also 
have in mind other applications, for example, to the case where $ is a 
diffeomorphism of a C” manifold X. Accordingly, we shall avoid 
making use of special properties of the maximal ideal space of L”, 
such as disconnectedness, in the sequel. 
An operator algebra 6Y(X, 4) is associated with (X, $) in the 
following way. Let m be a probability measure satisfying 1.1. Form 
the Hilbert space L2(X, m) and the unitary operator 
Uf = (yyf or$, f ELZ(X, m) 
where m 0 $ is the measure m 0 4(E) = m(+E), E C X. Letting C,(X) 
be the algebra of all continuous functions on X which vanish at 
infinity, then every f~ C,(X) d t e ermines a multiplication operator 
L, acting on L2(X, m), and the set 3 = {L, : f~ C,,(X)} of all such is 
an abelian C*-algebra. Let GpI(X, 6) be the norm closure of all operators 
of the form D, + D,U + ... + D,U”, where Di E 9 and n >, 0. 
GZ(X, 4) is a Banach algebra of operators on L2(X, m), and Corollary 1 
of Proposition 3.3 shows that a(X, 4) is uniquely determined up to 
isometric isomorphism; that is, different measures m satisfying 1.1 
give rise to algebras which are isometrically isomorphic. In particular, 
since we shall think of GZ(X, 4) merely as a Banach algebra, there is no 
ambiguity in failing to mention m in the notation for it. 
Two pairs (Xl ,A) and (-7, , $2) are said to be conjugate if there is a 
homeomorphism # of X, on X2 such that # o I& = +2 0 $. Our main 
results have to do with the solution of two problems associated with 
isomorphisms of these algebras. The first (Theorem 3.11) is that 
WG 9 41) and @(X2 9 42) are isomorphic (as complex algebras) if, 
and only if, (Xl, A) and (X2, #Jo) are conjugate, assuming the measures 
of 1.1 can be chosen to be both invariant and ergodic. In view of 
Section 5, this extends Theorem 1.8 of [2]. The second (Theorem 4.10) 
gives a canonical factorization for bounded isomorphisms 7 of 0!(X, , +r) 
on a(X, , #2), assuming the spaces Xi are compact and the measures 
are invariant, but not necessarily ergodic. Roughly, this states that 
such a T has a decomposition T = /3r/$u, where /3r is a “weakly” inner 
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automorphism of a(X, , I$~), /$ is an isometric automorphism of 
6I’(X, , +J associated with a one-dimensional cocycle with values 
in the unitary group of (the abelian C*-algebra) C,(X,), and u is an 
isometric isomorphism of 171(X, , $r) on oI(X, , $p) canonically 
determined by a homeomorphism t/ of X, on X, such that 
S/ o +r = dz 0 #. This result allows a rather complete description of 
the group of continuous automorphisms of Q!(X, 4). We remark that 
a key step in these arguments is supplied by the factorization theorem 
for maximal finite subdiagonal algebras [I]. 
2. PRELIMINARIES 
In this section, we assemble a number of results of a somewhat 
general nature, for which we shall have later use. 
Let X be a locally compact HausdorfI space. Throughout this 
paper, C(X) d enotes the space of all continuous complex-valued 
functions on X, and C,,(X) is the subspace of functions vanishing 
at infinity. C(X) and C,,(X) are commutative C*-algebras relative 
to the pointwise operations and the customary norm. Every self- 
homeomorphism 4 of X implements an automorphism iy of C,(X) by 
ly : f + f 0 4, and it is well-known that every automorphism of C,,(X) 
arises in this way. Given two such pairs (X1 , +r) and (X, , +s), then 
every isomorphism h of C,,(X,) on C,,(X,) is implemented in a similar 
way by a unique homeomorphism # of X, on X, ; moreover, 
1,4 o+1 = +2 0 # if and only if X 0 (~a = iyi 0 A, where ai is the auto- 
morphism of C&Xi) associated with di . Thus, (Xi , I#~) and (X, , 4s) 
are conjugate if, and only if, there is an isomorphism h of C,,(X,) on 
C&X,) such that h 0 0~~ = a1 0 A. 
Now let (X, 4) b e as above, let F be the (closed) set of fixed points 
of c/, and let 
Thus, if f~ C,(X) and 0 < f < 1, then f belongs to 9 iff the open 
set (f > O> is disjoint from its image under 4-l. It follows that 9’ 
is closed under the taking of (nonnegative) square roots, and clearly 
f E 8, g E C,(X), 0 < g < 1, implies fg E 9. 
PROPOSITION 2.1. The norm closure of the linear span of 9 is the 
ideal I = {f~ C,(X) :f(F) = (0)). In particular, for every f E C,,(X), 
f - f 0 4 can be norm-approximated by jinite linear combinations of 
elements of 9. 
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Proof. If f E 9’ and p E F, then f(p)2 = f(p) f($p) = 0. Hence 
9 C I, and it suffices to show that span B is dense in I. If f E B and 
g E C,(X) is nonnegative, then by the preceding remarks, fg E span B. 
Since every function in C,,(X) is a linear combination of four non- 
negative ones, it follows that span B is an ideal, which is clearly 
closed under complex conjugation. 
We claim now that P(p) # {O> for every p E x\F, and that B 
separates points of X\F. An application of the Stone-Weierstrauss 
theorem (in the space obtained from X by collapsing F to a 
point) will then complete the proof. Let p E X\F. Note that there 
is an open neighborhood V of p having compact closure such that 
Vnp(V) = 0. F or since 4(p) # p, there is an open neighborhood 
U of p such that U- is compact and 4(p) q! U-, and one can take 
V = u\c#-l( U-). By Ury so h n’s lemma, choose f E C,(X), 0 < f < 1, 
such that f(p) = 1 and f = 0 off V. Then f E B, so that g(p) # {O}. 
If q # p both belong to x\F, construct neighborhoods VP and V, 
of p and q as above; by shrinking them if necessary, we can assume 
VP and V, are disjoint. Choose f and g E C,(X), 0 < f, g < 1, which 
live in V, and V, respectively, such that f(p) = g(q) = I, and let 
h = f( 1 - g). Then h E 8, h(p) = 1 and h(q) = 0, so that B separates 
p from q. 
The last sentence of the proposition is obvious because f - f 0 4 
vanishes on F, and belongs to C,,(X). That completes the proof. 
The following results will allow us to make use of the theory of 
subdiagonal operator algebras [I] in analyzing 0!(X, 4). Let .G@ be an 
abelian C*-algebra with trivial nullspace and which acts on a separable 
Hilbert space #, and let U be a unitary operator on H such that 
ULBU-l = 9. Noting that the automorphism T -+ UTU-l takes 
the von Neumann algebra 57’ generated by 3 onto itself, we make the 
following two assumptions on 9 and U: 
2.1. (i) For every 7t # 0, T + UnTU-” is freely-acting auto- 
morphism of 9”. 
(ii) The von Neumann algebra 9 generated by 9 and U is finite. 
The definition of free action is reiterated briefly in the discussion 
preceding Lemma 3.2. Let a be the norm-closed algebra generated 
by 9 and the nonnegative powers of U. Assume given a particular 
faithful normal trace q~ on 5JI? such that ~(1) = 1; such traces exist 
because 2 is finite and countably decomposable ([5], p. 98). By a 
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known Radon-Nikodym theorem, there exists, for every T E 9, a 
unique element Q(T) E 9’ such that 
for every DE J . C” @ is a faithful normal expectation of W on 9” 
(see [ZO], or the appendix of [I]). We recall a few definitions and 
basic results from [I]. Let Y be a subalgebra of W such that 9 n Y* 
has trivial nullspace. 9’ is subdiagonal (with respect to @) if Y + Y* 
is ultraweakly dense in 9 and @ I9 is a homomorphism of Sp into 
9’ n Y* ([I], def. 2.1.1). Every subdiagonal subalgebra of W is 
contained in a unique maximal one Ym ([I], thm. 2.2.1), and Ym is 
described as the largest algebra between 9 and 3’ on which Qi is 
multiplicative. It is important in this theory to know when a given 
subdiagonal algebra is maximal. In the application here, this is 
settled by the following: 
PROPOSITION 2.2. Gl? is a subdiagonal subalgebra of W, with respect 
to @, and the ultraweak closure Gl- of 13 is maximal subdiagonal. 
Proof. First, we claim @(U”) = 0 for every n # 0. Fix n # 0. 
Since /3”(T) = U”TU-” is a freely-acting automorphism of Q”, 
every nonzero projection P of 93” contains a nonzero subprojection 
P,, E 9” for which P, 1 /V(P,,). So by exhaustion, we can find a 
mutually orthogonal family PA of nonzero projections of 9” such that 
PAI pn(PA) for all A, and & PA = I. Using the expectation property 
@(D,TD,) = D,@(T) D, , Di E 9, T E 9, and the fact that 9” is 
commutative, we have, for each A, 
@( U”) PA = @(U”) PA2 = @(unP,) PA = @(pyP,) uy PA 
= /?yPJ Q(V) PA = sp( uy P,gn(P,) = 0, 
since PA/F(PA) = 0. Th us, @( Un) = 0 on [PAX], and since C PA = I, 
it follows that Q(F) = 0. 
We can now apply theorem 2 of [3] or 5.1.2 of [I] to complete the 
proof. 
We remark that if GP is the ultraweak closure of crl, then 
GP n GT-* = 9’ ([Z], car. 2.1.5). 
The following Lemma, which implies that 9” is maximal abelian 
in W, can be proved by showing that the von Neumann algebras 
which appear are isomorphic to those constructed by Murray and 
von Neumann, in such a way that the conclusion follows from 
classical results. We give a direct proof, since it is shorter in the case 
of infinite von Neumann algebras. 
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LEMMA 2.3. Let G be a group and let x -+ U, be a unitary repre- 
sentation of G on a Hilbert space s?. Let V be an abelian von Neumann 
algebra such that, for every x E G not the identity, C + U,CU-l is a 
free+acting automorphism of %Y. Assume there exists a faithful normal 
expectation @, of the van Neumann algebra a generated by V and 
{U, : x E G}, onto ‘%?, such that @(U,) = 0 for x # e. 
Then g is maximal abelian in g. 
Proof. For properties of expectations, see the appendix of [I]. 
It suffices to show that T E 33 n %?’ implies T E V. Fix x E G, x # e. 
By free action and an exhaustion argument, there exist mutually 
orthogonal projections P, E %7 such that PA 1 U,P, U;’ and & Ph = I. 
Now U,P,,U;l and T - Q(T) commute, so that 
@NT - @m)~z) PhB = @((T - W)) UafA) PA 
= @((T - @(T))U~AU;lUz) PA = &P,U,-Q((T - @(T))U,) PA 
= @((T - @(T))U,) PAuzAu;l = 0. 
By summing on A, we obtain a(( T - G(T)) U,) = 0 for every x E G, 
x # e. The formula holds also for x = e, since @ is idempotent. 
If S has the form U,.C, + a*- + UznC, with Ci E V, then 
@((T - @( T))S) = 1 @((T - @( T))U,,) cj = 0. 
i 
Since such operators S form an ultraweakly dense *-subalgebra of 9J 
and @ is ultraweakly continuous, we have @((T - @P(T)) S) = 0 
for all S E 93. Taking S = (T - Q(T))* and using faithfulness, we 
obtain T - Q(T) = 0 and thus, T = Q(T) E 59. 
Let 9’ be a subdiagonal subalgebra of a von Neumann algebra 99, , 
with respect to Q1. Y is called Jinite if there is a faithful normal 
finite trace v1 on .9r such that v1 o @r = vr. In the setting of the 
preceding paragraphs, it is evident from the definition of @ that 
CJJ 0 @ = v; thus both (3 and C?- are finite subdiagonal algebras in 92. 
It is well known that every bounded representation of an amenable 
group (on Hilbert space) is similar to a unitary representation. We 
shall make essential use of the following variation of this result and 
its corollary, which are consequences of a factorization theorem for 
finite subdiagonal algebras. 
THEOREM 2.4. Let G be a discrete amenable group and let x + T, 
be a un@rmly bounded representation of G in a $nite von Neumann 
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algebra W acting on a separable Hilbert space. Let Y be a$nite maximal 
subdiagonal algebra in 9. Then there exists an inwertible operator A 
such that A and A-l belong to Y, and x -+ AT,A-l is a unitary 
representation of G. 
Proof. Let (1 be a mean on the Banach space of bounded complex- 
valued functions on G (sup-norm topology), which is invariant under 
right translation; A,f(x) denotes the value of (1 at f. Let 
and let & be the Hilbert space on which W acts. Then 
for every 5 E 2, so that [f, q] = (1, (T&, T,q) is a positive definite 
bounded bilinear form on 3 x X. By a lemma of Riesz, there 
exists an invertible positive operator H such that 
for all 6, 7 E %‘. It follows that for every linear functional p on 9 of 
the form 
one has p(H) = A, p( TZT,). A f amiliar application of a separation 
theorem now shows that H belongs to the weakly closed connex hull 
of {TZT, : x E G}. In particular, HE 9. 
Since H is invertible, Theorem 4.2.1 of [I] shows that there is 
an operator A E Y n Y-l such that H = A*A. We complete the 
proof by showing that AT,A-l is isometric (therefore unitary), for 
every y E G. We have, for .$ E X’, 
using right translation invariance of A. 
COROLLARY. Let Y, 9?‘, and G satisfy the hypotheses of the preceding 
theorem, and let x I+ T, be a uniformly bounded representation of G 
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in 9’. Then T is similar to a unitary representation in 9 n 9’*, and the 
similarity is implemented by an operator in Y A Y-l. 
Proof. By Theorem 2.4, there exists A E Y n Y-l such that 
U, = AT,A-1 is unitary for every x E G. We have U, E AYA-l = 9, 
and Uz = U;’ = U,-I E 9; hence U, E Sp n Y*, for every x E G. 
Since T, = A-‘U,A, the proof is complete. 
The last result of this section has to do with extending densely 
defined *-isomorphisms to P-algebras. While this is a special case 
of a result in [3], we sketch the proof briefly for the reader’s con- 
venience. 
PROPOSITION 2.5. Let 21u, and 21z, be C*-algebras, and let p1 and pn 
be faithful positive linear functionals on 24 and %, , respectively. Let r 
be a *-homomorphism of a dense *-subalgebra W, of ‘?I1 on a dense 
*-subalgebra !JJ, of 2& , such that pz 0 T = p1 on 9JIm, . Then T extends 
uniquely to a *-isomorphism of 911, on 91u, . 
Sketch of proof. Let ni be the canonical cyclic representation of 
‘9& associated with pt ([4J, p. 32). B ecause pi is faithful, rj is injective, 
therefore isometric. Let Zi be the Hilbert space of r’i . Because 
p2 0 T = p1 on %Jnl, , it follows that there is a unitary operator F’ of Zr 
on Zz such that 
VTr,(x) = 7r2 0 ‘(X)V, 
for x E W, (V is the unique extension of V, : 7rI(x) t1 M rr2 0 r(x) (a , 
XE’rn,, where & is the canonical cyclic vector for 7rt such that 
Pdx> = (T4(x) ti 9 5i)9 x E %)* 
Letting F(x) = r;l( VT~(X) V-l), x E ‘%r , then c is a *-homo- 
morphism of 211, on 2la which extends r, and one has ps? o F = p1 on 
‘& . Thus ? is injective, for i(x) = 0 implies pI(x* x) = pz o ?(x* x) = 
0, hence x = 0 by faithfulness of p1 . 
Uniqueness of the extension is clear from the fact that ‘9$ is dense 
in “u, . 
3. IS~M~RPHISM~ 
Let 4 be a homeomorphism of a locally compact Hausdorff space 
X, and let m be a nonatomic, separable, regular Bore1 probability 
measure satisfying 1.1. Let 9 be the algebra of multiplications by 
functions in C,,(X), acting in L2(X, m), let U be the unitary operator 
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U : f E L2 b (dm o +/dm)‘/” f 0 4, and let a(X, 4) be the norm-closure 
of the finite sums X:=0 D, Uk, D, E 9, n 3 0. We begin by describing 
some properties of @(X, 4). 
If f E C,(X), then from the definition of U, we have 
3.1. ULJJ-’ = L,+ . 
In particular, UQU-r = 9. It follows that the von Neumann algebra 
9” generated by 9 is invariant under the automorphism T H UT??l. 
Moreover, 9” is the algebra of all multiplications by functions in 
Lm(X, m), and equation 3.1 persists for f E L”. Let 01 be the auto- 
morphism of 9’ given by a(L,) = UL,V1 = Lf,+ , f E L”. An 
automorphism /3 of an abelian von Neumann algebra 8 is freely-acting 
if every nonzero projection E of d contains a nonzero subprojection 
E, E d such that E,, I p(E,,). A projection E of d is absolutely jixed 
under /I if /3(AE) = AE for every A E b. It is known that p is freely- 
acting iff no nonzero projection of d is absolutely fixed. It is easy to 
see from 1.1 (iii) that all nonzero powers of a: are freely-acting 
automorphisms of 9’. A discussion of these points (in the case of an 
invariant measure m and a Hyperstonian space X) can be found in 
([6J, p. 125). We state the latter formally for future reference. 
LEMMA 3.2. For every n f 0, nrL is a freely-acting automorphism 
of 8”. 
By ([2], Proposition 2.1 and Theorem 2.69, there exists a faithful 
positive linear map @ of the C*-algebra generated by 9” and U onto 
9” such that @(I: A,??) = A,, for all A, E 9”, m < 0 < n. Let 
WX, 4) be th e ( smaller) C*-algebra generated by 9Un, n E 2. The 
equation @(C A,Uk) = A,, A, E 9, and the fact that finite sums 
C A,Uk form a dense *-subalgebra of SY(X, d), make it clear that @ 
restricts to a faithful positive linear map of W(X, 4) on JS. Note that the 
restriction of @ to a(X, 4) is multiplicative ([2], p. 109). 
We make use of the measure m as follows. Define the positive 
linear functional p’ on 9 by 
f E C(X). By 1.1 (ii), p ’ is a faithful state of 9. Now define p on a(X, 4) 
bY 
p = p’ 0 a. 
Note that p is faithful on g(X, #J) because both p’ and @ are, and 
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p o ~0 = p because @ is idempotent. It follows that for A E 9 and 
71 # 0, p(A U”) = p(A@( U”)) = 0. 
PROPOSITION 3.3. Assume Xi , pi , and mi satisfy 1.1, i = 1, 2, 
and let gi and Vi be as constructed above. Let iyi be the automorphism of 
9i induced from +i . 
Let h be an isomorphism of ~2~ on gt:! such that h 0 01~ = 01~ 0 h. Then 
there exists a unique *-isomorphism r of 33(X, , I$~) on S?(X, , &) such 
that 
for A, E gl , m < 0 < n. r takes @(Xl , $J isometrically and 
isomorphically on GZ(X, , rj2). 
Proof. Let ‘32, be the * -subalgebra of &(X1 , +1) consisting of all 
finite sums C A,Ulk, A, E gl , and 1Dz, be the corresponding sub- 
algebra of a(X, , +J. Let A, E 53i , m < k < n, and suppose 
Cm A,Ulk = 0. Then for each i, 
A, = c cD~(A&~U;-~) = Gl ((c A,Ulk) U;‘) = 0, 
k 
so A, = ..+ = A, = 0. Therefore the map 
T,, : 1 A,U,” H 1 X(A,) U,li 
is well-defined linear, and a parallel use of G2 shows it is injective. 
A trivial calculation using agk 0 h = h o flak shows that TV is a 
*-isomorphism of mDz, on !J& . 
Let pz = pi 0 az be the faithful state of S?(X, , +J described in 
the above discussion, and define u on ./33(X, , q$) by cr = pz o h o Q1 . 
Note that u is faithful because each of its constituents pz , h, and @i 
is faithful regarded as a positive linear map of its domain &7(X, , $2), 
919 and 93(X, , (bl) respectively. We claim pz o r0 = u on ‘%l& . For 
if n # 0 and AEON, then 
.and 
~a 0 ~oW4’9 = P,WV,“) = 0, 
o(AU,“) = pz 0 h(A@#J,“)) = 0 = pz 0 T,,(A&~). 
If n = 0, then p2 0 7,(A) = pz o h(A) = pz o X o @,(A) = a(A). By 
summing on n, the claim follows. 
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By Proposition 2.5, there is a *-isomorphism 7 of 9(X, , $r) on 
9(X, , & such that T I,m = T,, . 7 is necessarily isometric, and 
because it takes a dense sibalgebra of G!(X, ,4i) onto a dense sub- 
algebra of 07(X, , &), it follows that T maps @(Xi , +i) isomorphically 
on Q4-5 , A). 
Taking X, = X, , $i = & , and h = identity, we obtain: 
COROLLARE- 1. Let 4 be a homeomorphism of a locally compact 
Hausdorff space X, and let m, and m2 be two measures on X satisfying 
(1.1). Then the algebras ai(X, 4) associated with mi , i = 1, 2, are 
isometrically isomorphic. 
COROLLARY 2. Let Xi , bi satisfy the hypotheses of Proposition 
3.3, i = 1,2. If (X, , dI) and (X, , $2) are conjugate, then @(XI , c$~) 
and 6Z(X, , &J are isometrically isomorphic. 
Proof. Let 9 be a homeomorphism of X, on X, such that 
$04~ =+io$. For fECo(Xl), let h:ft-+fo$. Then h is an 
isomorphism of C,(X,) on C,,(X,) and from the equationf(# 0 &(p)) = 
f(& 0 I,@)), f E C&X,), p E X, , it follows that X 0 01~ = 01~ 0 X, where 
ai is the automorphism of C&X,) implemented by & . Now apply 
proposition 3.3. 
In the remainder of this section, we prove a strengthened converse 
of Corollary 2, under the additional hypotheses that there exists a 
nonatomic separable regular Bore1 probability measure m which 
satisfies (1 .l) (ii) and ( iii w ic is invariant under the given homeo- ), h h 
morphism, and which is also ergodic. 
For technical reasons, involving the applicability of the Corollary 
of Theorem 2.3, we must work not with the algebras a(X, 4) but 
with their images under a canonical representation. The problem is 
that for an invariant ergodic measure m, the von Neumann algebra 
generated by @(X, 4) (on L2(X, m)) is not finite; indeed it is easily 
seen to be the ring of all bounded operators on L2(X, m). 
The general setting will be the following. Let + be a homeo- 
morphism of a locally compact HausdorfI space X, and let m, 9, 
U, (Y, and O’(X, +) b e as in the opening paragraphs of this section. 
Assume given an injective homomorphism T of a(X, 4) into the 
algebra of bounded operators on a separable Hilbert space Z, subject 
to the following conditions. The image G& = T(LY(X, $)) is closed in 
the norm topology and contains an abelian C*-algebra gz , and there 
exists a unitary operator U, on 8, all of which are fixed in the 
remainder of this section, and satisfy: 
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3.4 (i) ~29~ has trivial nullspace. 
(ii) U,gaU;r = 9, , and the powers of the map a2 : T ct 
U,T U;’ constitute a freely-acting ergodic group of automorphisms of 
9; . 
(iii) Operators of the form AUzn, A E .GSz , n > 0, generate Gi?, 
as a Banach algebra. 
(iv) The won Neumann algebra 9 generated by a, isJinite. 
Our objective is to prove the following: 
THEOREM 3.5. There is a * Gsomorphism A of 9 on g2 such that 
Xoa=ci20hon~. 
The proof is accomplished in a number of steps, the key lemmas 
being 3.7 and 3.9. Let S?(X, 4) be the C*-algebra generated by 
6Z!(X, $), and let @ be the faithful positive map of @(X, 4) on S@ 
described in the remarks before Proposition 3.3. 
LEMMA 3.6. 9 is a maximal abelian subalgebra of 62(X, 4). 
Proof. It clearly suffices to show T E Q!(X, 4) n 9’ implies 
T E 9. We claim @(TUn) = 0 for all n # 0. The lemma follows 
easily from this because then @((T - Q(T)) Un) = 0 for all IZ, hence 
for each A E 9, 
@((T - O( T))A U”) = @((T - Q(T)) U%-“(A)) 
= @((T - @(T))F) a-“(A) = 0. 
By summing on n and passing to norm limits we obtain 
@((T - @(T))S) = 0 for all S E g(X, I$); 
taking S = (T - Q(T))* and using faithfulness of @ on AY(X, 4), 
we have T = Q(T) E 9, as required. 
To prove the claim, take n # 0. Let B = {f E C,(X) : 0 < f < 1, 
f.f~$n=0),andtakef~~.Theng=f112EBandwehave 
@(TV) L, = @( TW’) Lo2 = tD( TlJ”L,) L, = @( TLo,+nUn)Lg 
= @(LBO.+“TUn)L, = Lg,&D(TUn)LO = @(TU”)Ls.g.mn = 0. 
By Proposition 2.1, @( T Un) L, = 0 for every f E C,(X) which vanishes 
on the set F, of fixed points of 4”. Regarding such an f as an element 
of L2(X, m), we have @(TUn) f = @(TV) L,l = 0, since the 
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constant function 1 belongs to P(X, PZ). But by 1.1 (iii), F, is of 
m-measure zero, so these functions f are dense in L2(X, m). Thus 
@(TV) = 0, and the lemma is proved. 
There are minor difficulties associated with the possible absence 
of an identity in 9. This is dealt with in a conventional manner, as 
follows. If X is compact, then C,(X) = C(X) contains the constants 
and so 9 contains the identity operator 1. Conversely, if Q!(X, 4) 
contains a multiplicative identity e, then we claim X is compact. For 
in particular eA = A for every A E 9, and since 9 has trivial nullspace 
and is self-adjoint, we see that e = 1. Then, Z = @(I) E @(@(X, 4)) = 
9. By 1.1 (ii), the map f t-+ L, is an isomorphism of C,,(X) on 9; 
hence the constants belong to C,,(X), proving the assertion. We 
conclude that if X is not compact then neither oI(X, 4) nor a, contains 
a multiplicative identity, because T is an isomorphism. 
Assume X is not compact. Letting {hJ> denote the scalar operators, 
we have that GpI(X, 4) + {XI} and a2 + (U} are norm-closed, because 
each contains a closed subspace of codimension 1. Extend r in the 
obvious way: 
?(A + AZ) = r(A) + AZ 
for A E 02(X, 4) ( we abuse notation slightly in that the two identities 
act on different Hilbert spaces). + is clearly an isomorphism of 
a(X, 5) + {W on a2 + {W. 
We remark finally that 9 + (Xr} is a maximal abelian subalgebra 
of Q?(X, 4) + {AZ}. Indeed, if A E G?(X, 4) and A + &Z commutes 
with 9 + {M), then A commutes with 8, and by lemma 3.6 A E 9. 
Thus, A + )bZ E =Q + (XI). 
In the next result, we assume merely that X is locally compact 
Hausdorff. 
LEMMA 3.7. Let a,- be the ultraweak closure of 01, . Then there 
exists an invertible operator A such that both A and A-l belong to OZ2-, 
and AT(~) A-l C 9; . 
Proof. Assume first that X is compact. By Lemma 3.6, ~(9) is a 
maximal abelian subalgebra of the Banach algebra ol, = T(@(X, +)), 
and is therefore norm-closed. Being a commutative C*-algebra, 9 is 
semi-simple, and so T(g) is semi-simple because 7 is an isomorphism. 
Therefore 7 I9 is bounded. If G is the unitary group in 9, then 
V E G b T(V) is a bounded representation of G in ol, . 
Now let v be a faithful normal finite trace on the (countably 
decomposable) finite von Neumann algebra 9? generated by ol, , and 
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let Qz be the expectation of W on 9: associated with q~ as in the remarks 
preceding Proposition 2.2. Then 2.2 and the subsequent remarks show 
that a,- is a finite maximal subdiagonal subalgebra of W, with respect 
to Q2 . By the Corollary of Theorem 2.4, there exists an operator A 
such that A, A-l E c?I,- and AT(G) A-r C 01,- n ol;*. The remark 
following 2.2 shows that O,- n &* = 9; , and since 9 is linearly 
spanned by G, we conclude AT(~) A-r C 9I;: . 
Now assume X is not compact. By the remarks preceding this 
lemma, S + (XI} is maximal abelian in Q?(X, 4) + {M}, and a 
repetition of the above argument shows that ? is bounded on 59 + (XI}. 
Since a’,- 19; 1 {hl}, it follows that flz and O?, + {hl} have the same 
ultraweak closure. Therefore ? defines a bounded representation of 
the unitary group of 9 + (AI} in U,-. Arguing exactly as before, we 
infer the existence of an operator A with A and A-’ in CY,- and 
A?(9 + {AI}) A-l C 9: . In particular, AT(~) A-l C 5?“;1 , and the 
proof is complete. 
We point out that no use has yet been made of the ergodicity 
hypothesis in 3.4 (ii), and Lemma 3.7 will be used in Section 4. 
Fix A as in Lemma 3.7, and let u(T) = AT(T) A-l, T E G’(X, 4). 
Then 0 is an injective homomorphism of O!(X, 4) on a norm-closed 
subalgebra of I’I,-, and u(9) C 9’; . There is no a priori reason to 
expect either that ~(9) = 9’z or that u(O’(X, 4)) = GY, . 
Let v be a faithful normal finite trace on 9, and let !Dz be the 
faithful normal expectation of W on 9: defined by q~. We have already 
used the fact, in proving 3.7, that a,- is a maximal subdiagonal 
subalgebra of 9, with respect to @s . We shall need following simple 
facts: 
LEMMA 3.8. 
(i) For every integer n, LWl(X, 4) = M(X, 4) Un (resp. 
u,vz,- = a,-u2y. 
(ii) If n > 0 and T E Gl(X, 4) is such that @( TUmk) = 0, 
0 < h < n, then T E G!(X, r$) Un+l 
(iii) If n > 0 and T E LIZ- (resp. T E a,) is such that 
@*(TU;y = 0, O<k<n, then T E &-U;+’ 
(resp. T E 01, Ug+‘). 
Proof. (i,j Th e map T w iYTU-” is clearly an automorphism 
of the norm-dense subalgebra of @(X, 4) consisting of finite 
580/4/I-S 
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sums of the form D, + D,U + D,Li2 + *.* + D, U”, Dj E ~, and 
c.W’(X, 4) li-* = a(X, 4) follows by taking norm limits. A similar 
argument shows that U&I!,-r.:;’ = CT,-. 
(ii) Let G!, be the dense subalgebra of 67(X, 4) described in the 
proof of(i). Choose T E U(X, 4) such that @(TFk) = 0,O < k < n. 
Then there exists a sequence T,. E fl,, such that T, + T in norm. 
Since @ is continuous, @( T,C,‘-“) tt 0 as v --j O, so by replacing TV 
with Ti = T, - xE=, @( T,.L.--“) Irk, we have TL E U,, , @( T:WP) = 0 
for 0 < k < tl, and T: + T in norm. For each V, Ti has the form 
D,,, CTrf+l + ..- + D,UN = (D,(L1 + D,,,L,’ + ... + D,UN-“) iY’-l 
and so T: E 0’(X, 4) Vi+‘. Since cT(X, $) Un+l is a norm-closed linear 
space of operators, it follows that T E U(X, 4) Unfl. 
(iii) The proof is parallel to that given for (ii), with topological 
statements about convergence made relative to the respective ultraweak 
or norm topologies. 
Let 2’ = {D E $3 : 0 < D < I, D * a(D) = 0}, and let .Z be 
the Hilbert space on which 2’ acts. 
LEMMA 3.9. X is the closed subspace generated by the ranges of 
operators of the form o(D), D E 9. 
Proof. Let E be the projection on ‘{[u(D) 21 : DE Pp>. Then 
E E 9; , since it is a least upper bound of projections in u(P)” C Qi . 
Moreover, E # 0 because 9 f (0) and u is injective. 
We will show E commutes with u(G’(X, 4)). The lemma follows; 
for then E commutes with the ultraweak closure of u(fl(X, 4)) = 
AG!,rl-l, which clearly includes Cl,- and therefore CT, , so that 
I:,EL,‘,1 = E, and by ergodicity E = I, as required. 
Note first that E commutes with every operator of the form 
S == u(AV), A E 9, n > 0. For if D E 9, then Su(D) = u(AVD) = 
u(/W(D) Un) = u 0 a”(D) S. Since ,z”b = d we have s’“(D) E 9, 
so that Su(D) x = u 0 an(D) SX C EJf. It follows that SE3 C EH. 
Taking adjoints in the equation So(D) = u 0 a”(D) S and using 
u(D)* = u(D*) (every homomorphism between commutative 
C*-algebras is self-adjoint), we obtain S*u(D) = u 0 r”(D) S* for 
every DE 9 = a -nB. So as before we have S*u(D) .Yf C E,F, hence 
S*E2 C E.2, and this proves that EJ? reduces S, as asserted. 
lrYere u bounded, we could infer at this point that E commutes 
with 0(67(X, 4)) and the proof would be complete. The possibility 
that u is discontinuous can be dealt with as follows. First, we claim 
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that if A E 9 then Qz o a(AU) = 0 on 22%. For if D E 9, then the 
positive square root D1/* belongs to 9, and 
a2 0 a(A U) u(D) = @*(,(A UD”2)) u(D”2) = cJ2(u(cx(D1’2)A U)) o(D”“) 
= u 0 a(Dl’2) a2 0 u(A U) u(Dl”) = Q2 0 u(A U) u(D1’*a(Dl’*)) = 0. 
Thus, Q2 0 a(AU) = 0 on the range of u(D), D E 8, and 
Q2 0 u(AU)E = 0 
follows. 
Second, we show that if T E 07(X, 4) and n > 0 then Eu( VT) G 
U,%I!,-. Since E E u(9)” and the range of E is contained in [o(9) #I, 
Kaplansky’s density theorem implies there is a net D, E 9 such that 
11 u(Dy)II < 1 and ~(0”) --t E strongly. Because multiplication is 
strongly continuous on the unit ball, we have Eu(Dvn) = Eu(D,)” --+ 
En+l = E strongly, so that Eu(DvnUnT) -+ Eu( VT) strongly. Since 
the net on the left is bounded and a bounded limit is an ultrastrong 
limit, the assertion follows if we show that Eu(DnUnT) E U,W!,- 
for each D E Q. Writing Aj = U-j+lDUj-l E 9, we have Dn Un = 
A,UA,UA,U *-* A,U, and so 
Eu(D”V’) = Eu(=l,U) Eu(A,U) ..a Eu(A,U), 
where we have used the fact that E = E* commutes with u(9U). Now 
Q2(Eu(AjU)) = E@, 0 u(Aj U) = @, o u(AjU) E = 0 by the preceding 
paragraph, so Eu(AjU) E U,fl,- by 3.8 (iii) and (i). Thus Eu(DnUn) E 
(u*a,-)n c u*na*-, and finally Eu(DnUnT) E U2na2-u( T) C U2%Y2-. 
A similar argument shows u( VT) E E n2-U2n = U2n@2-, for 
every T E O!(X, 4). 
Next, let T E lZ(X, 4). W e c aim that the commutator Eu( T) - u(T) E 1 
belongs to fizz=, U2na2-. For if n 3 0 and 0 < k < n, let D, = 
@( TUek) E 9. Then T can be written T = ~~==, D Uk + R, , where 
R, E G’(X, 4) satisfies @(R,U-k) = 0, 0 < K < 12. Then 
Eu(T) - u(T)E = ;rl: [Eu(D,Uk) - u(D,JP)E] + Eu(R,) - u(R,)E 
P=O 
= -f-W,) - +W, 
since E commutes with u(DkUk). By Lemma 3.8 (i) and (ii), there 
are operators B, , C,, E 67(X, 4) such that R, = Un+lB, = C,Unfl. 
By the preceding paragraph, Eu(R,) = Eu( P+lB,) E U~+VZ,- and 
u(R,) E = u( C, Unfl) E E U,n+’ a’,-. That proves Eu(T) - o(T) E E 
@+‘a*-. 
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We complete the proof of the lemma by noting that X E ~,“=,U,%l?,- 
implies X = 0. Indeed, Q2( WX) = 0 for every integer k because the 
map 2 t+ @s( UkZ) vanishes on C IkitlC!a- (CD2 is multiplicative on CT,- 
and @a( CTsj) = 0 for j > 0). Therefore @r( YX) = 0 for every Y of 
the form D,Uzm + *a- + D,,LT2”, m < 0 < n, Dj E g2 . Since such 
Y’s are ultraweakly dense in 8 and ds, is normal, the last equation 
holds for Y = X*, and X = 0 now follows because CD, is faithful on 
9?. 
Remarks. As part of the proof of Lemma 3.9, we pointed out that 
Q2 0 a(DU) E = 0 for every D E 2, and concluded later that E = I; 
thus @a 0 a(9U) = {O}. 
Note also that a2 0 u = @s o T. For since @s is multiplicative on 
Ma- and 9; is abelian, we have for every T E Q’(X, cj), 
!Dz 0 a(T) = @&47(T)&1) = @,(A) @* 0 T(T) @&q-l = Gz 0 T(T). 
COROLLARY. (i) @s 0 7(TU) = 0 for every T E cll(X, +). 
(ii) CD2 0 u = u 0 CD on C!(X, 4). 
(iii) ~(2%) = g2 . 
Proof. (i) Let D E 9. Then 
cDz 0 u(TU) a(D) = fqu(TU) u(D)) = aqu(Ta(D)U)) 
= CD2 0 o(T) CD2 0 u(@)U) = 0, 
because @s 0 u is multiplicative on C!(X, 4) and the preceding remark. 
Thus oz 0 u(TU) = 0 on the range of u(g), and by Lemma 3.9, we 
have @s 0 u( TU) = 0. Since @s 0 u = @s 0 7, the proof is complete. 
(ii) Let T E a(X, d), and put D = Q(T) E 9. Using 3.8 (ii), 
there exists Tl E Q!(X, +) such that T = D + T,U. So, by (i) 
tDz 0 u(T) = CD2 0o(D) + 0 = Q2 0 u 0 CD(T) = u 0 Q(T), 
since @a leaves every element of 52; 1 u(U) invariant. 
(iii) Since Qz 0 u = @a c 7, we have u o @ = Q2 0 T, by (ii). Hence 
u(L2) = u 0 @(LqX, $4)) = G2 0 T(@(X, 4)) = cD2(cr2) = g2 . 
LEMMA 3.10. (i) U, belongs to the ultraweak closure of u(QI(X, 4) U). 
(ii) u(9U) C LZ$U, . 
Proof. (i) Since u(Q!(X, 4)) = AG!,A-1 is ultraweakly dense in 
G’-, there is a net T, E G’(X, 4) such that u(T,) -+ Cr, ultraweakly. By 
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the Corollary of 3.9, u 0 @(TV) = Cp, 0 U( TV) + @a( U,) = 0 ultra- 
weakly, so that u( T, - @(TV)) tends ultraweakly to U, . By 3.8 (ii), 
TV - @(TV) E a(X, 4) U, proving (i). 
(ii) If D, E E 9, then a(DU)o(E) = 0 0 a( and 
u(Du)* o(E) = u 0 or-‘(E) u(Du)* 
as in the proof of 3.9. Thus 
o(Du)* u(DU) u(E) = u(E) o(Du)* u(DU) 
so that u(DU)* u(DU) commutes with u(g) = .Qa . By Lemma 2.3, 
u(DU)* u(DU) E 9; . Now S?iU, = U,g,“, so by the remarks 
following 2.2, we can conclude that U.fu(G2U) C 9: , and therefore 
(ii), by proving that 
lJ2*u(NJ) c a2- and u(mq*u, = (u~u(!Bu))* c cpc,-. 
The first is an obvious consequence of the fact that Qz 0 u(9U) = 
u 0 @(MU) = {O}, and hence u(9U) C U,Q!,- (3.8 (i) and (iii)). 
For the second, choose D > 0 in 9. By Part (i) and the fact that 
U0Z(X, 4) = 6Y(X, 4) U, there is a net TV E @I(X, 4) such that 
4uTv) - u, ultraweakly; hence, u(DU)*u( UT,) - u(DU)*U, 
ultraweakly. We have, since u(DU) = u(D~/~) u(D’/~U) and u(D1i2) 
is self-adjoint, that 
u(m)* U(UT”) = u(Dl’*u)* up/y U(UT”) 
= u(Dl’w)* u(D”W) u( 7-J E a*- 
because u(D/~U)* u(IY/~U) E 9; C a,-. Hence, u(DU) U$ E GY,- for 
every positive D E 9. The conclusion follows because 9 is linearly 
spanned by its positive elements. That completes the proof. 
We now prove Theorem 3.5. Let h = u la . Then X is injective 
because u is, and the Corollary of Lemma 3.9 shows that X is an 
isomorphism of 9 on SS2 . It remains to show that U,u(D) U;l = 
u 0 a(D), for every D E 9. 
Note first that if T E 91U2 , then TF = U.$‘U;lT for every 
FE 9: . In particular, if D, E E 2, then by the preceding lemma, 
u(DU) u(E) = U,u(E) U;b(DU). On the other hand, 
u(DU) u(E) = u(DUE) = u(Dc@)U) = u 0 a(E) u(m). 
Thus, ( U2u(E) U;’ - 0 o or(E)) u(DU) = 0. By multiplying on the 
right by u(T), T E 0(X, 4), it follows that U,u(E) U;’ - u 0 a(E) = 0 
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on the closure of a(aUC!(X, 4)) 2. The proof of the theorem is 
completed by observing that o(gUa(X, 4)) Z is dense in Z. 
Indeed the closure of a( UG’(X, 4)) s’? contains 2 = U2~, by 3.10 (i), 
and so the closure of a(bUa(X, 4)) 2 1 a(9) a(UO!(X, 4)) SF 
contains [u(9) 21 = [9&‘], which is Z because 9a is a self-adjoint 
algebra having trivial nullspace. 
Remarks. We remark that u = Q2 0 T on 9, for if D E 9, then 
u(D) = @a 0 u(D) = Qz 0 T(D). Thus the “intertwining” isomorphism 
h = u IL is defined intrinsically in term of @s Id, and the original 
isomorphism T. This suggests that one might begin by defining h 
in this way, and then attempt to prove directly that X is an isomorphism 
of &@ on SB2 which has the intertwining property h 0 a(D) = 
U&D) C&l, D E 9. However, as a moment’s thought shows, almost 
nothing is obvious about h except the trivial fact that it is a (self- 
adjoint) homomorphism of g into gie , and that the difficulties have 
to do with the fact that ~(9) has no apparent relation to 8, . 
We now come to the main theorem of this section. 
THEOREM 3.11. Let bi be a homeomorphism of a locally compact 
Hausdorff space Xi , i = 1, 2, such that (Xi , $J admits a probability 
measure mi satisfying 1.1. Assume rnz can be chosen to be invariant under 
q& and ergodic. Let Qi be the canonical expectation of 33(X, , q$) on 
9i = qxi , di) n L;I((Xi ) y$>*, and let tii be the automorphism of 2~~ 
determined by +i , i = 1, 2. Then for every isomorphism T of O’(X, , &) 
on 0(X2 , &), the map h = Qa 0 r Ip, is a *-isomorphism of ~2~ on 9g 
such that h 0 ,11 = a2 0 X. Therefore, 67(X,, $I) and G!(X, , +J are 
isomorphic as complex algebras ;f, and only if, (X, , &) and (X, , &) 
are conjugate. 
Proof. Let T be an isomorphism of Cer(X, , $r) on G?(X, , q&). 
We first construct a faithful representation rr of S?(X, ,&J and a 
unitary operator V on the representation space such that F’ and 
the abelian C*-algebra ~(29~) satisfy the conditions of 3.4. The 
desired conclusion, namely conjugacy of (X, , +r) and (X2 , &), will 
follow from an application of Theorem 3.5. 
Let U, be the unitary operator in L2(X2 , m2) described in the 
opening paragraph of this section, and let pi be the state of g2 
corresponding to m2 , as in the remarks preceding Proposition 3.3. 
Put p(X) = p’(Qr(X)), X E g(X, , qS2). Then p is a faithful state 
of 29(X, , +J such that p 0 Q2 = p. We claim p is central ([4], 
p. 129). Indeed, if X = AU,m and Y = BU,“, A, B E gir, , 
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then XY = /la,“(B) CT.“+” and YX = &,“(A) Ur+“. Hence, 
@,(XY) = @*(YX) = 0 f i m + n # 0, and in this case p(XY) = 
p( YX) = 0 because p 0 @a = p. If m + n = 0, then XY and YX are 
in 9, and YX = Bazn(A) = azn(A) B = azn(A$(B)) = Us”. 
Hence p( YX) = p o iyan( YX) = p(XY) since p /Pi is a,-invariant. 
The claim follows by summing on m and n and passing to norm 
limits. 
Let 7r be the canonical representation of 3(X, , 4f) associated 
with p, and let 5, be the canonical cyclic vector in the Hilbert space 
#p of rr such that (n(X) t,, , t,,) = p(X), X E a(X, , #+). Because p 
is faithful, n is faithful and therefore isometric. Let 9 = z-(a(Xz , &))” 
be the generated von Neumann algebra. The vector state w(S) = 
(St, , t,), S E 9, is a trace on 2 because p is central on 2(X, , +a), 
and w is faithful because 8,;s a separator for d ([4], p. 129, Prop. 6.8.3). 
Hence, 2 is finite. Since m2 is a separable probability measure, it is 
easy to see that a(X, , &) is separable (though incomplete) in the 
metric 11 XI/ = p(X*X)l12; hence its completion %p is a separable 
Hilbert space. 
We claim: there is a unitary operator V on xp such that VT(X) = 
7r( UzX) for all X E g(X, , &) (note that U&X, , $e) = B( X, , &)). 
Indeed I( r(U2X) [, II* = p((U?X)* U,X) = p(X*X) = I/ n(X) lplla, 
so there is a unitary V such that VT(X) 5, = z-( U,X) 5,) X E~(X, ,&). 
VT(X) = 7r( U*X) f o 11 ows immediately, and uniqueness of V is clear 
from cyclicity of e, . It follows that V%(X) = n( UpX), II E Z, and 
by taking adjoints we get n(X) Vn = n-(XUzn). Thus, VT(X) V-l = 
n( b',XU;'). In particular, +9(X? , +*)) is the C*-algebra generated 
by operators of the form n(D) V’“, D E g2 , and so these operators 
generate 2 as a von Neumann algebra. 
Observe next that [z-(9*) #J = ;xb . For if X is a finite sum 
x D,U2n, Dj E s2, then r(X) 5, = x., z-(/l,) Vnf,, E [n(Qz) &J, and 
the observation results from the fact that f, is cyclic for z-. Hence, 
~(9~) has trivial nullspace, because it is self-adjoint. 
Now we claim there is a * -isomorphism G of 2: on ~(9~)” which 
extends z= I3 . If DE g2, then w 0 n(D) = (r(D) 5, , &J = p(D), 
and w and p ‘are faithful normal states of ~(9~)” and & respectively. 
A Hilbert algebra argument now produces the required extension 
(T (c.f. [I], Remark 5.4.1, p. 626). We have 
u(U,"DU;") = z-(U~~DU;~) = V%(D) V-" = V%(D) V-", 
for every D E 9, n E Z. Since the maps u and D H U,nDU;n are 
ultraweakly continuous on 9; and Q2 is ultraweakly dense in 92” , 
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we conclude that g 0 aan = o( U,nDU;“) = V%(D) V-“, D E $3; . 
Thus, the action of T t+ V”TV-“, T E 99; , imitates the action of 
cxzA on 9”;. , and so condition 3.4 (ii) is satisfied. 
Finally, we note that r(n(X, , $a)) is the Banach algebra generated 
by operators of the form n(DUzn) = r(D) V”, D E 9, n > 0. 
Therefore, all conditions of 3.4 are satisfied, and of course n o T 
is an isomorphism of fl(X, , #r) on n(0!(X, , $a)). Letting @ be the 
faithful normal expectation of 9 on ~(9~)” satisfying w o @ = w, 
we have, by Theorem 3.5 and the remarks preceding this theorem, 
that h = @ 0 7r 0 T 18, is an isomorphism of gr on ~(9~) such that 
h o al(D) = Vh( D) V-l, D E 9, . Now because @(I’“) = 0 for n # 0 
itisclearthat@oz-=no@,on9(X,,+,),sothatX=@o~o~= 
rr o Qz 0 r. Hence, for D E gi, , 
VA(D) v-l = V?T(tD2 0 T(D)) v-l = 7T(U2tD2 0 T(D) c&l), 
and the equation h,(D) = VA(D) V-l becomes n(@a 0 T(cQ(D))) = 
TT( U,CD~ 0-r(D) U;‘). So if A’ is the map of 9r into 9’a given by 
A’ = T-l 0 h = Qr 0 7, then A’ is an isomorphism onto, and the 
preceding equation shows that A’ o 01~ = (~a o A’. 
The last sentence of the theorem is immediate from Corollary 2 
of Proposition 3.3, and the above. That completes the proof. 
Remark. Notice that Theorem 3.11 does not imply that the 
given isomorphism 7 is norm-continuous; and the question arises 
at this point as to whether every isomorphism between the algebras 
67(X, I$) is bounded. This would be the case, for example, if one 
knew that these Banach algebras were semi-simple; for by a recent 
result of Bonsall, any two Banach algebra norms on a semi-simple 
algebra are equivalent. This would also mean that the above discussion 
of unbounded isomorphisms is vacuous, and Theorem 3.11 would 
follow from the results of Section 4. Unfortunately, we do not know 
if these algebras are semi-simple; in fact, the evidence suggests that 
a(X, +) may not be semi-simple for certain pairs (X, 4). 
4. BOUNDED ISOMORPHISMS 
In this section, as in the preceding, we study isomorphisms between 
the operator algebras 0(X, +), but with three changes in hypotheses. 
We assume X is compact and the isomorphism is bounded, and we 
assume the existence of a probability measure satisfying 1.1 which is 
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&invariant, but not necessarily ergodic. Somewhat more information 
is available in this setting; we show that such an isomorphism is a 
product of three elementary maps, a “weakly inner” automorphism, 
an automorphism related to the multiplicative group of functions 
in C(X) having modulus 1, and an isomorphism of the type described 
in Proposition 3.3 (Theorem 4.10). This allows one to give a rather 
complete description of the group of bounded automorphisms of 
QvP 4). 
Now let X be a compact Hausdorff space, let 4 be a homeomorphism 
of X, and let m be a separable, nonatomic, regular Bore1 probability 
measure satisfying 1.1. Construct U, iy, @X, +), 99(X, $), and the 
expectation @ : 59(X, f$) + 9 = 67(X,$) n 02(X,$)* as in the 
opening paragraphs of Section 3. We do not assume m is invariant 
under 4, or that m is an ergodic measure. As in the preceding section, 
we begin with a map of U(X, 4) on an algebra with rather special 
properties. 
Let T be a bounded isomorphism of n(X, #) on a norm-closed 
algebra CPI, of operators on a separable Hilbert space Zz , such that 
the following conditions are satisfied. There exists an abelian C*- 
algebra 9!s and a unitary operator U, , acting on ZZ , for which: 
4.1 (i) 9%r2 contains the identity 
(ii) ?7,9aU;’ = gz , and the nonzero powers of the map 
u2 : T F+ U,TUT~ are freely-acting automorphisms of the abelian von 
Neumann algebra 9; 
(iii) g3 and the nonnegative powers of U, generate LY, as a Banach 
algebra 
(iv) The von Neumann algebra 9 generated by 67, is jinite. 
We shall prove the following: 
THEOREM 4.2. There exists a unitary operator V E 9’z , an invertible 
operator A, on SE* , and a *-isomorphism h of gl on ~3~ , such that 
(i) A, and A;’ belong to the ultraweak closure 01,- of G?, 
(ii) A2G&A;1 = 6Yz 
(iii) h 0 01 = 01~ 0X 
(iv) 7(D) = A&D) Ail, for every D E 9 
(v) T(W) = A,(VU$ A,l, for every n > 0. 
The proof occupies a number of steps, some of which are analogous 
to results in Section 3. To begin, the argument used in the proof of 
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Lemma 3.7 applies verbatim to the current setting, and therefore 
there is an invertible operator rZ E 3 such that A and A-l belong to 
G’-, and 
Note that since Q2 is multiplicative on a,-, @,(A) is invertible and 
in fact, G2(A)-l = @*(A-I). The above relation persists if we replace 
A with Qz(A)-’ A, because @*(A)-l E 2.; commutes with 9; , and 
thus we can assume @s(A) = I. Let cr(T) = AT(T) 4-l, T E fl(X, 4). 
First, we need an analogue of Lemma 3.9. 
LEMMA 4.3. Let 9 = (D E 9 : 0 < D < I, D - a(D) = 0). Then 
the closed subspace generated by the ranges of operators of the form a(D), 
D~9,isallof&?~. 
Proof. Let E be the projection on “[u(P) x2], PE 8. Then 
E E 9’; , as in 3.9. Note first that E commutes with a,-. Since finite 
sums of operators of the form o(DUn), D E 2, n 3 0, are norm-dense 
in u(WX, 4)) ( u is bounded) and since u(r!Z(X, 4)) = A6&4-’ is 
ultraweakly dense in az’,-, it suffices to show that E reduces every 
operator of this form. This is proved exactly as in 3.9. 
Second, we claim u 0 a(D) El = u(D) El for every D E 9, or what 
is the same, u(a(D) - D) El = 0. By definition of E, we have 
u(P) El = 0 for every P E 9; hence the claim follows from Proposition 
2.1, along with the fact that the canonical map f H L, of C(X) on Y 
is an isometric * -isomorphism for which #x(L,) = LfG, , because this 
shows that a(D) - D belongs to .jP. 
Third, we claim STEl = TSEl for every S, T E a,-. -4s in the 
first paragraph of proof, we may assume S = u( Cum) and 
T = u(DUff), where C and D belong to 9 and m, n 3 0. We have, 
using the result of the preceding paragraph, 
STEl = u(Crm(D)) a( U)m+nEl = u(C) (T o a”(D) El u(U)nltn 
= u(C) u(D) E’ u( C:)m+n = u(O) u( U)“i+‘lE~. 
Similarly, 
TSEl = u(K) u( U)‘“fnE1 = u(CD) u( IY)~+W, 
proving the claim. 
Now take S = U, and T E 2: to get iJ,TE’ = TU,El. Using the 
fact that .V, E Q!- commutes with El, we have U,TE~U;’ = TEL, 
for every T E 22: . Thus, El is absolutely fixed under the auto- 
morphism SE 9: H tr,SIi;‘. So freeaction, and the remarks 
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preceding Lemma 3.2, allow us to conclude that El = 0. That 
completes the proof. 
COROLLARY. (i) Qz 0 cr( u) = 0. 
(ii) @a oCT=CTo@. 
(iii) a(@ = S?a . 
(iv) @a 0 T(T) = 0 iff @p(T) = 0, for every T E a(X, 4). 
Proof. Let 9 be as in the preceding lemma. Then as in the 
proof of 3.9, we see that @a 0 u(U) u(P) = 0 for every P E 9; hence, 
CD2 0 u(U) = 0 on [u(P) z2]. L emma 4.3 now shows that (i) is valid. 
Note that if T E @(X, +), then @a o U( TU) = Q2 0 u(T) a2 o u(U) = 0, 
since @a 0 u is multiplicative on 67(X, $). The proof of (ii) and (iii) 
now goes through exactly as in 3.9. For (iv), assume @a 0 r(T) = 0. 
Then by (ii), u 0 Q(T) = @a o u(T) = @a 0 7(T) = 0; and since u is 
injective we obtain Q(T) = 0. The converse implication follows from 
(i) and 3.8 (ii). 
In the next few results, we show that there is a regular operator 
K in 9: and a unitary operator V in gz such that u(U) = KVU,K-I. 
We shall require the simple fact that if X E S?, then G2( U,XU;‘) = 
U,@,(X) U;l; this is obvious if X has the form DUzm, D E 33”;. , m E Z, 
and the general case follows from it by the now-familiar provess of 
summing on m and passing to ultraweak limits. 
LEMMA 4.4. Let B, = u( Un) UT”, n > 0. Then B, is an invertible 
operator in B2, supn I/ B, 11 < 00, and supn 11 B;l II -=c 00. 
Proof. Clearly B, = I. If m, n > 0, then 
B m+n = u( iY+y u;- = u( U’“) u2-u2%( U”) u;- 
= B,U,“B,,U;” = B,olzn’(B,J. 
So if n > 1, then 
B, = Bp2(B1) cx:(B,) ... $(B,). 
Moreover, 11 B,lI = II u( U") UT" II < I/ 0 II < II A I/ . II 7 /I - II A-l II 
for each n > 0. Thus it suffices to show that B, is an invertible 
element of 9s , and supn I/ B;l I/ -c co. 
The proof of Lemma 3.10 is valid as stated, in the current setting; 
indeed here it can be made shorter because 58 has an identity. In any 
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case, we have ~(917) C g:U, , and in particular u(U) E g;U, . Thus, 
B, E 9: . We claim B, is actually in 9, . For this, write 
B, = @,(B,) = @&( U)U.;l) = CD&&( U)L-~~;~). 
Now since Q2 0 7 = @a 0 u (cf. remark following Lemma 3.9), Cor. (ii) 
of Lemma 4.3 shows that Q2 o T( I/‘) = Qz 0 u(U) = u o Q(U) = 0; 
hence T(U) U;l E 67, by Lemma 3.8. Writing T(U) A-l&l as 
T( U) U;‘( U, A -1 up) and using multiplicativity of Q2 on a,-, the 
above expression for B, becomes 
By the choice of A, we have @,(A) = I. Moreover, by the remark 
preceding this lemma, we see that 
@2(U2A-1U;1) = U,@,(K’) u;’ = U,@i,(A)-lU;l = I. 
Hence, B, = @2(T( U) Ui’) E Qz(U,) = 8, , as asserted. 
It remains to show B, is invertible and supn /I B,’ 11 < CO. Since 
B, = AT( U”) A-lU;n, this follows if we prove T(V) is invertible 
and supn 11 T( V-i 11 < 00. Since Qz( CT,) = 0 and U, E Cl!, = r(bif(X, qb)), 
Corollary (iv) of Lemma 4.3 shows that @(T-‘( U,)) = 0. By Lemma 
3.8, T- ‘(U,) E G!(X, 4) U, hence for n > 0 
T-‘( crzn) = T-‘( u,)” E (a(& $)up c a(x, ‘$) u”. 
Therefore T-‘( U,“) U-” E a(X, d), and we can form the operator 
S, = Uin~[~-l( U,“) U-“1, 71 3 0. By the closed graph theorem 
7-l is bounded, and so II S, jl < I/ T 11 - /I 7-l // for every n > 0. We 
complete the proof by showing S, is both a left and right inverse for 
T( U”). The first is obvious because 
&T( uy = U;yT-‘( u,“)u-“u”] = I. 
On the other hand, an argument as above shows that T( U”) U;n E Cl, , 
n > 0, and applying the homomorphism 7-l to 
we obtain 
T( u”)& = T( u”) U;“T[T-‘( u,“) u-“1, 
T-‘(T( u”)s) = T-‘(T( u%)u;“) T-‘( u,“) U- 
= TF’(T( U”) u,-“U,“) CT-” = I. 
Therefore T( iY> S, = I, and the proof is complete. 
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We now have u( U”) = B,Uzn, n > 0, where B, E 9!2 satisfies the 
cocycle condition. 
4.5 B m+n = B, U,“‘B, U;“’ 
for m, n > 0. Letting 1 B, j = (B$Bn)lj2, then by the polar decom- 
position we can write B, = V, / B, I, where V, is a unitary operator. 
Since B, is invertible, I’, belongs to g2 (rather than 9;) by the 
abstract spectral theorem, because if f is a continuous function 
without zeros on a topological space then f/j f 1 is a continuous function 
of modulus 1. It is apparent that / B, I satisfies the cocycle condition 
4.5, as does I’, = B, / B, 1-l. The next lemma can be regarded as 
saying the cocycle B, is equivalent to the unitary cocycle Vn E g2 , 
modulo the group of coboundaries with values in the group of regular 
positive operators in 9: . 
LEMMA 4.6. There exists an invertible positive operator K E 9; 
such that I B, I = Kol,(K)-‘. 
Proof. The proof we give is abbreviated, since similar results 
are known. Define C, = I B, / if n > 0 and C, = &JC-,)-l for 
n < 0, where as usual as(T) = U,TU;l. A calculation shows that 
c m+n = Cnta*m(Cn) f or a 11 m, n E Z, and if M is the larger of sup Ij B, Ij 
and sup II B;l /I (n > 0), then Lemma 4.4 shows 11 Ci 11 < M for every 
j E Z. Since Ci is positive we have Cj < M * I, and the cocycle 
condition implies Ci 3 M-lI because I = Cj~2j(C+) < Ci * M. 
If [ ~3~) then we have M-l II 5 /I2 < (C’je, 0 < M/I 5 /I2 for 
every j E Z. So if /1 is a Banach limit on Z, then by a lemma of Riesz 
there is an operator K on sz such that (Kt, 7) = clj(C,~, 7) for all 
j E Z. It follows from the above that M-lI < K < MI, so that K 
is regular and positive. A separation theorem shows that K belongs 
to the weakly closed convex hull of (Cj : j E Z}, and in particular 
KEgi. Using the relation U2nCjU2_n = C,+,C;l and translation 
invariance we have 
(U,“KUy[, 7) = (KUT"[, UF"7) = Aj(C~U~"[, U.3) 
= Aj(Cn+jCil[, 7) = (KG’E, 7)’ 
It follows that C, = K( U2nKU;n)-1 for each 1z E Z, and the lemma 
follows by taking 1z = 1. 
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While K E 9: , K&,(K)-l = / B, 1 belongs to the smaller C*-algebra 
LYz . It is natural to ask if K itself can by chosen in g2 . In view of 
example 5.1 of [7], it is very likely the answer is no. Fortunately, for 
our purposes it is enough to have K in the ultraweak closure 9: . 
Now we can write 
u(U) = vJLl#q-lU, = K( V,U*) K-l. 
If we put A, = K-l-4, then A, and A;l belong to CT,-, and if 
ui(T) = A,T(T) A;l = K-la(T) K, then ~~(9) = K-19& = ~3~ , 
and ui( U) = Vi U, . 
LEMMA 4.7. (i) Let h = u1 ja . Then h is an isomorphism of 9 on 
9, such that U&(D) iY;l = h 0 a(D), D E 9. 
(ii) A,G!,A;l = 67, . 
Proof. (i) X(9) = &:z by th e above remarks, and h is injective 
because ui is. Take D E $3”. Then 
ul( ml) = q(U) Ul(D) = V~U,X(D) = t;U*h(D) u;w, . 
On the other hand. 
ul(UD) = ul(a(D)U) = u1 0 or(D) q(U) = x 0 a(D) vlu, 
= V,h 0 or(D) u, . 
Therefore, U&D) U;l = h 0 a(D), proving (i). 
(ii): We have ,4,6Z,A;l = uI(61’(X, 4)). Since ui is a homeo- 
morphism with respect to the norm topology and 9 and U generate 
fl(X, 4) as a Banach algebra, we have that G3’a = ~~(9) and 
VU, = ui( U) generate A,fl,Ayl as a Banach algebra. Since V is a 
unitary operator in 2, it follows that ZZ3z and U, generate A,G!‘,Ayl, 
and hence A,@,A;l = 67, . 
We can now assemble a proof of Theorem 4.2. We have Q-(T) = 
A;b,(T) A, . Lemma 4.7 shows that A = A;’ and h = ui Ia satisfy 
conditions (i), (ii), (iii) and (iv) of Theorem 4.2. Condition 4.2 (v) 
follows from the fact that Vi is a unitary operator in 9 and 
ui( U) = I/, IT2 ; hence ui( V) = (Vi U,)“, and Theorem 4.2 is proved. 
Before stating the main result of this section, we need the following: 
DEFINITION 4.8. Let @ be a norm-closed subalgebra of a C*- 
algebra 9?, and let r be a faithful representation of 9. An automorphism 
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/I of GZ is said to be weakly inner in rr sf there is an invertible operator A 
in the ultraweak closure VT(~)- of IT such that A-l E z(a)-, 
AZ-(/Y) A-l = r(n), and /3(T) = r-l(An( T) A-l) for every T E fl. 
Note that P-‘(T) = 7~ -‘(A-%T( T) A) is also weakly inner in z. 
Let X, C#J, m be as in the second paragraph of this section, and 
construct 9, 0(X, d), 9(X,+), C, a, and 0. We wish to indicate 
a second type of automorphism of U(X, 4). Fix a unitary operator 
I’ E 9. If T is a finite sum of the form T = xz! D, C@“, D, E 9, 
m < 0 < n, define 
4.9 /3(T) = i Dk( vLr)“. 
m 
,4 computation shows that p is a *-automorphism of the norm-dense 
*-subalgebra of 93(X, 4) consisting of all such finite sums. Note 
that ,6 fixes each element of 8. Letting p be the faithful state of 
B(X, 4) associated with the measure m, as defined in the discussion 
preceding 3.3, then for every D E 9 and n E 2, B, = (J’CJn Wn 
belongs to 9, so that 
p c+l(iU~~) = p(DB,U”) = 0 = p(DUn). 
It follows, by summing on n, that p 0 /3 = p. Proposition 2.5 shows 
that /3 extends uniquely to a *-automorphism of 9(X, d), which we 
indicate with the same letter j3. In particular, /3 is isometric, and its 
restriction to M(X, f$) is an isometric automorphism of cpI(X, 4). 
We remark that if ST is the canonical representation of a(X, I$) 
associated with p, then rr is faithful because p is. If m is invariant 
under I#, then p is central and x(S?(X, $))” is a finite van Neumann 
algebra acting on a separable Hilbert space (cf. the proof of 3.11). 
This brings us to the main result of this section. 
THEOREM 4.10. Let $i be a homeomorphism of a compact Hausdor# 
space Xi , i = 1, 2, and let mi be a separable, nonatomic, regular Bore1 
probability measure on X, satisfying 1.1. Assume, in addition, that m2 
can be chosen to be invariant under $z . Let p be the state of .3(X, , q3.J 
corresponding to m3 , and let r~ be the canonical representation of 
g(Xz , 4,) associated with p. 
Then every bounded isomorphism r of G!(X, , g&) on a(X, , &) has a 
factorization 7 = BI 0 /I2 0 CT, where /I1 is an automorphism of fl(X, , &) 
weakly inner in rr, & is an isometric automorphism of 62(X, , +J arising 
from a unitary operator of Q as in equation 4.9, and (T is an isometric 
isomorphism of CY(X, , 41) on C?(X, , +J arising from an isomorphism 
h of JS1 on g’s as in Proposition 3.3. 
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Proof. Let 0Z = r(fl(X, ,&J), and let 9 be the von Neumann 
algebra generated by a. Of course, Z- 0 7 is a bounded isomorphism 
of 6Y(X,, +r) on rY. We claim there is a unitary operator U, on the 
Hilbert space of rr such that U,, a, 92, rr 0 7, and the C*-algebra 
~(9~) satisfy the conditions of 4.1. All of this is either obvious or 
follows along lines parallel to the proof of Theorem 3.11; we omit 
these redundant details. 
Lemma 4.7 (ii) and the remarks preceding it show that there is an 
invertible operator A such that A and A-l belong to rr(Csd(Xa , 4s))), 
Arr(G?(X, , be)) A-l C rr(G’(X, , &))-, rr 0 ~(9~) = r2~(2?~) A-l, and 
n 0 T( U,) = A ri,U,A-l for some unitary operator V, E 9~(9~2). 
Define fl, on 6Y(X2 , &) by /II(T) = n-‘(Ax(T) A-r). Then /31 is a 
weakly inner automorphism of Q?(X, , +a), with respect to rr. Define 
the unitary operator V E pir, by V = n-r( V,). Then the above 
relations imply that /3;’ 0 ~(9~) = 9a and /3~’ 0 T( U,) = VU, . 
Second, let /Ia be the isometric automorphism of @(X2 , +J determined 
bY 
for DkeSS2, n > 0, as in the preceding remarks. Third, Lemma 
4.7 (i) and the proof of 3.11 show that A = 81’ 0 7 IB, is an iso- 
morphism of Qr on 8, such that A 0 iyr = a2 0 h, ai being the auto- 
morphism of 9’i induced by di ; ari(L,) = L,,,, , f E C(X(). Let u be 
the isometric isomorphism of 6Y(X, , $r) on fl(X, , +a) determined by 
D, E 2~~ , n > 0, as in Proposition 3.3. 
From the above, we have /IF’ o T(T) = /3, o u(T) if T = U, or 
T E 9r . Since 9?r and U, generate a(X, , +r) as a Banach algebra, it 
follows that fir’ 0 7 = /?a 0 U, so that 7 = PI 0 /z$ 0 0. That completes 
the proof. 
The following corollary is an immediate consequence. 
COROLLARY. Let X, 4, m satisfy the hypotheses of the preceding 
theorem, and assume m is $-invariant. Then every bounded automorphism 
of Gl(X, 4) has a factorization /I1 0 & 0 U, where /$ is weakly 
inner in the representation (of 9tY(X, 4)) associated with m, & is 
an isometric automorphism arising from a unitary operator in 
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9 = Gi!(X, 4) n cpl(X, $)* as in the remarks preceding 4.10, and 
CT is an isometric automorphism arising from a homeomorphism $ which 
commutes with cj(1,4 o + = C$ o #), as in Proposition 3.3. 
Remark. There is another operator algebra that may be associated 
with (X, c$), namely the ultraweak closure of TF(~!(X, 4)), x being the 
representation appearing in Theorem 4.10. One might ask if there is an 
analogous decomposition for bounded isomorphisms of rr(fl(Xi , &))- 
on Z-(G?(X, , +2))-. Th e answer is yes, and in fact the “weakly inner” 
factor may be taken to be inner. The proof, a minor variation of 
the proof of 4.10, is left to the reader. Similarly, an analogue of 
Theorem 3.11 is valid for these algebras. 
We conclude this section with a few remarks on uniqueness. Let 
T = /3i o p2 o u be a bounded isomorphism of G!(X, , c$~) on @QX, , &) 
as in Theorem 4.10. Note that u is uniquely determined by r; for by 
definition u is determined by u I91 , and as we have seen in Section 3 
(cf. Theorem 3.11), u IO, = 65,~ T Is, . The factors /3i and /3, are not 
unique (although the product p, 0 & is unique), as the following 
comments show. Suppose /3i has the form &(T) = rr-l(Az-( T) A-l), 
Mud = J-J, h w ere V E 9. Let K be any invertible operator in the 
von Neumann algebra 9” such that KU,K-lU;l is a unitary operator 
in Q2 (if m2 is an ergodic measure this already entails that K is unitary). 
As in the proof of 3.11, we can extend 7~ IO, to an isomorphism 
of 2.; on 7r(Q2)“; having done this, let A, = AT(K-l) and let 
I’, = KU,K-lC-lL’~ 9. Then it is easy to see that 
fq( T) = Tr-‘(+r( q.4;‘) 
is a weakly inner automorphism 
and there is an automorphism ,!I; of 67(X, , &) such that 
We have pi 0 /3; 0 u = fll 0 ,& 0 u, and clearly 8; # ps if KU,K-lU;l 
is not the identity. It is not very hard to see that this is the general 
description of all pairs B; , ,t?i for which fi; 0 & = j& 0 fi2 . We omit 
the proof, except to say the key step amounts to showing that if B is 
an invertible operator such that B and B-l belong to r(a(X, , &.))- 
and Bz-(L@,J B-l = ZT(.~& then B must belong to 7r(gZ)“. 
580/4/1-9 
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5. CONNECTIONS WITH ERGODIC THEORY AND CROSSED PRODUCT 
F-ALGEBRAS 
This section consists of two lengthy remarks. First, we indicate 
how the results of Sections 3 and 4 can be made to apply to the 
operator algebras of [2] associated with measure preserving auto- 
morphisms of the measure algebra of the unit interval. Second, we 
relate the algebra Q!(X, 4) to the so-called crossed-product C*-algebra 
associated with the transformation group on X defined by the map 
of Z x X into X. We give only brief indications of proof, and we 
assume the reader is familiar with the properties of (and definition of) 
normal measures on Stone spaces. 
The first remark is, briefly, that an automorphism of the measure 
algebra of a probability space may be regarded as a homeomorphism 
of the (compact HausdorfI) Stone space of the measure algebra, in 
such a way that the results of Sections 3 and 4 carry over directly. 
The details are summarized as follows. Consider the probability 
space consisting of the unit interval [0, 11, Bore1 sets, and Lebesgue 
measure dx. Let Z’ be the Hilbert spaceL2([0, 11, dx) and let M be the 
abelian von Neumann algebra of operators on A? consisting of all 
multiplications by functions in L”([O, 11, dx); L, will denote multi- 
plication by f E L”. Define the state p on M by 
P(~r) = jlf(x) dx. 
0 
Then p is faithful and normal. Let cy be a freely-acting automorphism 
of M which preserves p(p 0 a = p), and let U, be a unitary operator 
on x such that U,TU;l = a(T), T E M. It is well known that such 
a U, exists, and is unique up to a multiplicative factor in M. Let a((~) 
be the norm-closed algebra generated by M and the nonnegative 
powers of U, , which is independent of the particular choice of U, . 
If fl is another such automorphism, then cy and /3 are colljugate if there 
is an automorphism h of M such that 010 h = h 0 @. If /I is ergodic 
then h necessarily preserves p, but this fails in general. 
Now fix a as above, let X be the maximal ideal space of M, and let 
u be the inverse Gelfand map of C(X) on M. By the Riesz-Markov 
Theorem, there is a regular Bore1 probability measure ~1 on X such 
that 
s $4 4-44 = P o 4dT 
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g E C(X). X is a Stone space and p is a normal measure which assigns 
positive mass to every open set. There is a unique unitary operator IV 
of L2(X, p) onLZ([O, 11, dx) which is (densely) defined by Wg = $(g) 1, 
g E C(X), where 1 is the unit constant function in L2([0, 11, dx). 
This shows in particular that p is a separable measure. A computation 
establishes that for every g E C(X), we have WL,W1 = 4(g), so that 
IV establishes an equivaIence between the algebra g of all multi- 
plications (in L2(X, p)) by continuous functions on X and M. Define 
the state p, on 9 by 
Pl&J) = P o 4(g), g E C(X). 
Then clearly pI(L,) = Jxg(x) &L(X). The operator I’, = WIU,W 
on L2(X, p) is unitary, and if 0~’ is defined by or’(&) = V&,V;‘, 
g E C(X), then a trivial computation shows that ol’(L,) is multiplication 
by 4-l 0 (Y 0 4(g) E C(X). Th us, I’, implements an automorphism of 
9; moreover, p’ o a’(&) = p’(L,) because p o 01 = p. Now sincef t+ L, 
is an isomorphism of C(X) on 9, it follows that there is a unique 
homeomorphism 4 of X such that OI’(L~) = L,,* for every g E C(X). 
The above remarks show that + preserves the measure p. 
Now we claim that (X, 4) and the measure p satisfy all conditions 
of 1.1; and what remains to be proved is that p is a nonatomic measure 
and the periodic points of p are of measure zero. Since the von 
Neumann algebra M has no minimal nonzero projections, there are no 
minimal nonempty clopen sets in X; and since ,U is a normal measure, 
every Bore1 set in X differs from a clopen set by a set of measure zero. 
It follows that p is nonatomic. (iii) follows for similar reasons because 
lJni,, {z E X : qPx = LY} is a set of the first category, and such sets are 
annihilated by every normal measure. 
A similar argument, namely approximating Bore1 sets a.e. (p) with 
clopen sets, shows that if 01 is ergodic then p is an ergodic measure 
for the transformation $. Note, finally, that W%!(X, 4) W-l = GZ(LY). 
These remarks show in particular that if iy and /I are freely-acting 
measure-preserving automorphisms of M, with associated homeo- 
morphisms 4 and Z,!I of X, respectively, then a and /3 are conjugate in 
the sense of ergodic theory if, and only if, (X, 4) and (X, #) are 
conjugate as homeomorphisms. Thus, Theorem 3.11 implies the 
following result, which strengthens Theorem 1.8 of [2]. 
THEOREM 4.1. Let a: and /3 be ergodic measure-preserving (i.e., 
p-preserving) automorphisms of M. Then crl(cw) and GI@) are isomorphic 
as complex algebras if, and only if, OL and /3 are conjugate. 
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In [9], Kadison and Singer asked if there are irreducible maximal 
triangular algebras on a separable Hilbert space which are not iso- 
morphic. Theorem 4.1 answers a related question: namely that there 
are uncountably many norm-closed irreducible triangular algebras on a 
separable space which are mutually non-isomorphic. 
If OL and /3 are measure-preserving and freely-acting, then Theorem 
4.10 gives a factorization T = /3i 0 & 0 u for bounded isomorphisms T 
of a(4 on QV), and similarly 4.11 provides a description of the group 
of bounded automorphisms of 0’(a). W ‘e omit the restatement of these 
results. 
Next, we recall briefly the construction of the crossed product 
C*-algebra associated with a homeomorphism I$ of a locally compact 
Hausdofispace X. (cf. [Jj, [a], and [II] for definitions and references). 
Let P(X, 4) be the set of all functions F : X x 2 + C such that 
F,(x) = F(x, n) belongs to C,(X) for every 71 E Z, and for which the 
norm 
is finite. P(X, 4) is a Banach space in this norm. Define multiplication 
and involution in P(X, 4) as follows: 
(F * G)(x, n) = xF(x, k) G(+, n - k) 
k 
F*(x, n) = F(f#Px, -72). 
The involution is isometric, and the multiplication makes Zl(X, 4) 
into a Banach algebra which has an approximate identity. Let C*(X, 4) 
be the enveloping C*-algebra of P(X, d), defined as follows. For 
FE Zl(X, +), put 1 F 1 = sup,, 1) r(F)jl, 7r ranging over all *-represen- 
tations of P(X, 4) on Hilbert space. The set f of all F such that 
I F / = 0 is a self-adjoint ideal in Z1(X, +), and C*(X, 4) is the 
completion of the quotient Zl(X, +)/J? in the norm induced from I. 1. 
C*(X, +) is variously called the transformation group C*-algebra or the 
crossed-product of the abelian C*-algebra C,(X) by the group of 
automorphisms of it induced by (4” : 12 E Z>. Let Y be the canonical 
map of P(X, 4) into C*(X, 4). Clearly {FE Z’(X, q5) : F(., n) = 0 
for all n < O> is a (closed) subalgebra of Zl(X, +), and if 9(X, 4) 
denotes the norm-closure of its image under V, then 9(X, 4) is a 
closed subalgebra of C*(X, 4) for which Y(X, $) + 9(X,4)* is 
dense in C*(X, +). 
We remark that no conditions have been imposed on the action of 
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$ (other than continuity), and the definition of C*(X, $) makes sense 
even if 4 = identity. Nor has any reference been made to measures 
on X. The purpose of the following remarks is to point out that if 
(X, 4) happens to admit a measure m satisfying 1 .l, then there is a 
faithful * -representation rr of C*(X, +), canonically associated with 
m, such that n(C*(X,$)) is the C*-algebra g(X, 4) constructed 
from m as in Sections 3 and 4, and such that n(Y(X, 6)) = G?(X, 4). 
Hence, the results of this paper apply to certain closed subalgebras of 
C*(X, 4) when 4 has “few” fixed points and an invariant measure 
of the proper kind. Since the following arguments are little more than 
an assemblage of known facts, we merely sketch the details. 
Let m be a nonatomic separable regular Bore1 probability measure 
on X satisfying 1.1. Define the linear functional ui on P(X, 4) by 
a,(F) = JxF(x, 0) dm(x), FE P(X, 4). Simple computations show 
that 11 g1 11 = 1 and D~(F *F*) > 0 for every FE P(X, 4). Therefore 
o1 is a state. Hence there is a unique state (T of C*(X, 4) defined by 
(T 0 v(F) = q(F), FE Z’(X, 4) ([4], prop. 2.7.5). We show first that u 
is faithful on C*(X, 4); th’ is is a consequence of the proof of Theorem 
1.5 of [2]. Let l-’ be the unit circle, and let %, be the set of all continuous 
functions on r which take values in C*(X, +). 
operations, pointwise involution, and the norm 
Under the pointwise 
V, is a C*-algebra. Let V be the closure of the *-algebra of all 
functions of the form x(0) = v(F,) eime + a* + v(F,) eine, where 
m < 0 < n and each Fj E P(X, c$) is such that Fj(x, n) = 0 for n # i. 
If x E v, put 
It is easy to see (cf. p. 98 of [2]) that @ is afaithful positive linear map 
of V into the closure of v(P’(X, #) n 9(X, d)*), and that the point 
evaluation rl(x) = x(l), x E V, is a surjective *-homomorphism of V 
on C*(X, 4). Also, we clearly have u o n(x) = u o Q(x), for x E V. 
NOW 9(X, 4) n 9(X, 4)* is a C*-algebra in the norm of F(X, $), 
and ui is faithful on this subalgebra (by 1.1 (ii)). Thus v is faithful 
and isometric on P’(X, $) n 9(X, #)*, and so u is faithful on the 
(closed) image v(Y(X, 4) n 9(X, $)*). Now we can show u is 
faithful on C*(X, 4). Take x E C*(X, $) such that u(z*z) = 0. As 7r 
is surjective, there is an x E V such that z = Z-(X). Hence, 
u 0 @(x*x) = u 0 “(X*x) = u(z*z) = 0. 
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Since @(x*x) is a positive element of v(~‘(X, +) n 9(X, 4)*), the 
above remarks show that @(x*x) = 0. Thus x = 0 because @ is 
faithful, and finally x = r(x) = 0. 
Now form the Hilbert space L2(X, m) and the operator algebras 
g(X, d), a(X, +), 9 = L7(X, $) n 6Z’(X, +)* as in the opening 
paragraphs of Section 3, and let p be the faithful state of L.@(X, 4) 
corresponding to m as in the remarks preceding Prop. 3.3. Define 
a representation x1 of Z1(X, 4) in B(X, 4) as follows: for F E P(X, rJ>, 
put m,(F) = C, L, u”, where F,(x) = F(x, n) E C,,(X) and the sum 
on the right is taken in the uniform operator topology. There is a 
unique representation 7r of C*(X, $) defined by 7r 0 v(F) = Z-~(F) 
([q, Prop. 2.7.4), and n(C*(X, 4)) = a(X, 4) because the range of 
rl is dense in 99(X, 4). A simple calculation shows that p 0 n = 0 on 
C*(X, +), and since both p and 0 are faithful we conclude from 
Proposition 2.5 that rr is an isomorphism. Finally, it is easy to see 
that n maps 9(X, 4) onto a(X, $), so r has all the required properties. 
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